The "Rosen Triad": tubular carcinoma, lobular carcinoma in situ, and columnar cell lesions.
The histologic triad of tubular carcinoma (TC), columnar cell lesion (CCL), and lobular carcinoma in situ (LCIS) has been recognized, but has not yet been fully characterized. The "Rosen Triad"-named in tribute to its first categorical description by the eponymous pathologist-is a morphologic observation that may have important clinical and pathologic implications. To study these implications, the literature on the topic was reviewed. Our own institution's experience with this triad was also reviewed via a study of clinicopathologic material from all TCs diagnosed at excision during a 5-year period (2001 to 2006). The diagnosis of TC was confirmed in 86 of our cases, and relevant patient data were analyzed. TC was associated with some degree of CCL in all (100%, 86/86) cases and with LCIS in 53% (46/86) of cases. Although cases of TC that were associated with LCIS (vs. those not associated with LCIS) seemed to be slightly more likely to have multifocal TC, have another synchronous higher-grade invasive carcinoma and show nodal positivity, these differences were not found to be statistically significant (P<0.05). All 3 lesions (TC, CCL, and LCIS), whenever tested, were estrogen receptor positive, progesterone receptor-positive, and Her-2/neu negative. On the basis of our review of the literature and our own experience, until such time as the biologic explanation and clinical implication of this triad is further elucidated, we recommend that pathologists be aware of this triad and should proactively seek the other 2 lesions if any one of these elements of this triad is identified in any diagnostic breast tissue.